Castofix – the new mobile
crucible tipping device
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Castofix – ideal molten-metal crucible
handling in foundries
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Advantages of the Castofix crucible
tipping device
Automobile device (for crucibles containing five to

Comparison between block materials and molten aluminium

six tons of molten metal) with an electric motor
No pollutant emissions
Very compact and robust design
Easy to use (requires only one hour of training)
Compatible with heating stations and other
components in our portfolio
Marketed directly via Bartz (no middleman)
Fast delivery, also on a loan basis

Economics
Energy
Burn-off
CO2
Logistics

All components used conform with the relevant

Block material

Molten aluminium

Savings

Repeated
smelting

Heat of fusion
used once only

Energy:
700 to 1,200 kWh/t
Burn-off:
Approx. 1.5 - 5 %
CO2: 150 - 250 kg/t

Several handling
operations

Just-in-time delivery to smelting
furnace or ladle

Low handling costs,
somewhat higher
transport costs for
molten aluminium

Western European standard
Interested foundries can test out the device for four
weeks with no obligation. To this end, Bartz will be
stocking ready to ship devices for all customers
who wish to test out this innovative crucible tipping
solution.

Storage costs

Heavy capital
No storage needed
commitment,
due to just-in-time
storage space
delivery
Excepteur sint obcaecat cupiditat non proident, sunt in culpa qui
officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Other costs
Investment in
smelting furnace,
operating costs

Low investment,
low maintenance,
very low operating
costs

Excellent savings
opportunities for
foundries – depending
on cost structure
Substantial savings
potential, quantifiable
by cost-benefit
analysis
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